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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction

1.2 The Subject Site

Dominion Property Group (DPG) has been engaged to
prepare this submission to Amendment C241 by 1100
Donnybrook Road Developments Pty Ltd, the owner of
1100 Donnybrook Road, Donnybrook (the subject site) Refer to Figure 1.

The subject site comprises an area of 68.7 hectares,
with a frontage to Donnybrook Road of 400 metres.

The Amendment seeks to incorporate a new Incorporated
Document (Shenstone Park Precinct Structure Plan,
September 2019) (PSP) into the Whittlesea Planning
Scheme and rezone land generally in accordance with the
PSP.
In relation to the subject site, the Amendment will:
• Rezone part of the land from the Farming Zone to
Urban Growth Zone (Schedule 7);
• Apply an Environmental Significance Overlay
(Schedule 6) to part of the site; and
• Apply an Incorporated Plan Overlay to part of the site
(consistent with the ESO6) along the southern section
of the property.

The property is currently being used for farming
purposes and is affected by the WAG Gas pipeline which
extends through the length of the property. Further,
the City Gate facility, including a pressure pump and
relief valve associated with the gas pipeline, is situated
approximately 35 metres from the Donnybrook Road
frontage with a dedicated access point.
Other improvements on the land include a house in the
north-western corner and associated outbuildings and
sheds. A trotting track is centrally located with minor
undulations throughout the property.
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Figure 1- Locality Plan
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2. Draft Shenstone Park PSP
2.1 Overview

2.3 PSP identified site constraints

The draft Shenstone Park Precinct Structure Plan (PSP),
has been prepared by the Victorian Planning Authority in
conjunction with the Whittlesea City Council.

The property is constrained by:

2.2 PSP Vision for the Subject Site

•
•
•

Based on the draft PSP, the subject site includes the land
use designations as shown in Figure 2 below.

•

The existing Gas Pipeline and associated easement;
The Biodiversity Conservation Area at the southern
extent of the site;
A proposed rising main pump station with associated
pipelines; and
Buffers from the Phillips Quarry to the south of the
site.

2.4 Response to the Exhibited Draft
Shenstone Park PSP
We do not support the exhibited draft PSP in its entirety
as outlined in Amendment C241 of the Whittlesea
Planning Scheme as it relates to our client’s site at 1100
Donnybrook Road, Donnybrook.
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Having reviewed the draft PSP contained in Amendment
C241, we object to the following elements:
1. The proposed quarry buffers;
2. The designation of area set aside as drainage corridor
and associated uncredited public open space;
3. Lack of defined vehicle access to the property from
Donnybrook Road;
4. The location of the credited public open space;
5. The implications of the BCS and subsequent reviews
to be undertaken; and
6. Location and need for proposed pumping station on
the subject site.
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Figure 2- Draft PSP Vision for the subject site
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3. Quarry Buffers
3.1 Extent of Buffers
The southern portion of the site is subject to a number
of buffers as shown within the draft PSP document and
supporting “Quarry Impact Assessment” by GHD.
In particular, we refer to Plan 15 on page 51 of the PSP
and question why the VPA applied the quarry buffers
from the property boundary of the Phillips Quarry rather
than from the point source of emissions shown by either
the ‘Approved extraction boundary’ or the ‘Stage 1 works
area’ on GHD Figure 32?

Finally, we note quarry buffers for the Phillips Quarry
are interrelated to both the Shenstone Park PSP and
significant areas of the Northern Quarries PSP. These
buffer issues require resolution for the betterment of
progressing both PSP’s.

Figure 3 - Draft PSP Quarry Buffers based on title boundary
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The approved planning permit for the Phillips Quarry
‘Stage 1 Works Area’ has expired. The final ‘lapse date’ to
extend this permit is early January 2020 and to date no
extension has been sought. Therefore, no approval and
certainty exists that the balance of the site could ever be
used for extractive purposes.

Further, we question the buffers as shown in the PSP
given the proximity of the WAG pipeline. Restrictions
around activities such as blasting are imposed adjacent to
the pipeline and therefore the reality of any blasting near
the Phillips property boundary (adjacent to the pipeline)
is unlikely.

Figure 4- GHD Proposed Quarry Buffers based on the point of
source emission
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4. Drainage Considerations
4.1 Proposed Piped Drainage
The draft PSP includes uncredited public open space
within the subject site along an existing drainage corridor
(as shown in Figure 5 below).
We request the uncredited open space located along the
‘Darebin Creek tributary’ adjacent to the City Gate gas
easement in the northern portion of the site be removed
as a designation.
The Melbourne Water approved Lockerbie East DSS
shows drainage infrastructure in this area to be piped
and aligned with the utilities easement to the west of the
‘Darebin Creek tributary’.
The northern extent of this uncredited open space
represents an unreasonable encumbrance to our client’s
land as it is not a waterway, nor does it provide any
drainage function.
We request that the uncredited open space designation
be removed from this part of the land consistent with the
Melbourne Water DSS plan shown in Figure 6.

Extent of
uncredited
open space to
be removed

Figure 5 Extract of PSP Plan 3 highlighting uncredited open
space to be removed.
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Figure 6 Lockerbie East DSS Extract
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5. Traffic and Access Management
5.1 Traffic Considerations
We refer to Plan 10 ‘Street Network’ on page 30 of the
PSP as shown below in Figure 7.
We note all other significant PSP landholdings are each
provided with a formal point of access to their land
from Donnybrook Road, however no formal access is
provided to our client’s land except through the adjoining
landholdings.
We object to the lack of a formal access to our client’s
site and suggest that either of the nearby access locations
on the adjoining properties could be relocated to the
common boundary to provide access to both properties.

Figure 7 PSP Street Network Plan
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6. Flora and Fauna
6.1 Biodiversity Conservation Area
We refer to the ‘BCS conservation area’ located on the
southern portion of our client land as shown in Figure 8
below.
We have serious reservations about the way the BCS
has been assessed and mapped within the PSP. We are
currently undertaking our own independent investigations
of this corridor as it applies to our client’s landholdings,
including land to the south in the Northern Quarries PSP.

sement

We advise that we will be providing the VPA with a copy
of our findings as soon as possible for discussion and your
consideration.

Utilities Ea

Future Residential Area

Credited Open Space

BCS Conservation Area

Figure 8 Location of BCS area on the subject site
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7. Open Space
7.1 Open Space Location
We object to the location of the open space areas either
side of the utilities easement as shown in Figure 9.
We consider relocating this open space further to the
north and east with the proposed uncredited open space
area along the Darebin Creek tributary would result in a
more consolidated and usable open space area for future
residents.

We seek the opportunity to discuss alternate open space
locations that would better align with our concept master
plan and connect to the drainage corridor to maximise
use of open space as shown in Figure 10 below.
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Figure 9 Draft PSP Open Space Layout

Figure 10 DPG Suggested Open Space Layout
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8. Utilities
8.1 Proposed Rising Main & Pump
Station
We are currently undertaking our own independent
investigations and will provide our findings to the VPA
asap.

We refer to Plan 13 of the draft PSP illustrating the
proposed location of ‘Utilities’ within the PSP area as
shown in Figure 11 below.
We have reservations regarding the requirements for the
rising main and pump station as indicated in the PSP.

Proposed
Rising Main
& Pump
Station

Figure 11 Draft PSP location of Proposed Rising Main and
Pump Station
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9. Conclusion
9.1 Summary
We do not support the exhibited draft PSP in its entirety
as contained in Amendment C241 of the Whittlesea
Planning Scheme.
We object to the following elements as currently
proposed and where necessary, we propose to undertake
further assessments to support changes to the draft PSP.
Quarry Buffers:
• We submit that the buffers applied in the draft PSP
are based on works occurring at the boundary of the
Phillips landholding. To our knowledge no approval
has been issued for quarrying works at the northern
boundary of the Phillips landholding, nor would works
involving blasting be approved due to the proximity of
the WAG pipeline.
• We submit that any quarry buffers should be related
to the point source rather than title boundaries.
Drainage corridor & associated uncredited public open
space:
• We submit that the draft PSP has not considered the
drainage as per the Lockerbie East DSS which includes
piping of the drainage adjacent to the existing utilities
gas easement on the site.
• Piping the drainage in the northern section would
negate the requirement for drainage lines /
uncredited open space in the northern section of the
subject site.
• Recognition of the Lockerbie East DSS would result in
an improved outcome on the subject land.
Lack of direct access from Donnybrook Road:
• We submit that the subject site is entitled to retain a
point of access from Donnybrook Road.
• The draft PSP does not indicate any direct access from
Donnybrook Road, rather, requires any development

•

to be dependent upon adjoining developers to
provide access to the land.
An opportunity exists to provide access along a
common boundary to provide access to our client’s
property and the adjoining landholding.

Open Space location:
• We submit that the co-location of public open space
adjacent to the retarding basin on the site would be
an improved planning outcome, rather than splitting
the open space on either side of the utility easement,
as per the draft PSP.
Extent of BCS land:
• We note the draft PSP includes an area designated as
BCS conservation area at the southern boundary of
the subject site.
• We submit that the extent of the BCS will be subject
to further assessment and review.
• Accordingly, we reserve the right to review the extent
of BCS area on the property following subsequent
environmental assessments.
Location and requirement for a pump station and rising
main:
• We submit that the requirement for a rising main
and associated pump station on our client’s land
should be reviewed having regard to the developing
infrastructure in the locality.
• We reserve the right to make further submissions
in relation to the location of these utilities following
further assessment of infrastructure in the area.
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